Sister Claude took gyan in 1986, one of the first
ones in Marseille. She was then a journalist.
Very quickly, she got invested in service,
especially in the ‘Global Co-operation for a
Better World’ initiative and was instrumental
for creating the contact with the wife of
Marseille’s Mayor, met on the Marseille
Exhibition in 1989.
Very creative, Claude had a lot of love for
churning gyan, always able to find practical
examples or scientific experiences to give
explanations. With her refined and sharp
intellect, she loved sharing knowledge with
others, with tact and discernment.
Claude always was very attentive and careful towards her children who never came close to
her spiritual family and remained independent, loveful and detached.
For many in the centre, she was like a mother. Generous and benevolent, she saw everyone,
pakka or not, as Baba’s child, as part of the family.
She found a bridge with souls who had taken some distance over the years, understanding,
consoling and comforting them…
Claude has been courageously fighting against cancer for many years. Since 2013, the body
has been too weak to allow her to move and come to the centre.
After four months in palliative care unit, she flew to Baba on Wednesday…
Souls who have had the joy to share a beautiful spiritual friendship with her love her total
absence of judgmental attitude towards others, her acceptance of each one with his/her
difference, and her insight of the unique part of each one.
As she herself was saying, she had decided to
go along BK path at the highlander’s pace.
Determined and faithful, Claude was a
fearless soul, filled with benevolence.

She will be remembered as the stick for
the blind, guiding souls towards light with
patience and motherly love. Also a good
number of souls in Marseille thank her for
her care and sustenance through her
knowledge of alternative medicine and Qi
Gong, which helped them remaining alert
in action and Baba’s service.
Now that this elevated soul has spread her
angelic wings, we wish her a wonderful
journey, borne by our gratitude and our
love… You had the wish to interview God
so may you spend some time with Him
now to ask all the questions you wish!

